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¢éÍÁÙÅÁÕ¤ÇÒÁÊÓ¤ÑÊÓËÃÑºªÕÇÔµ»ÃÐ¨ÓÇÑ¹ «Öè§ÁÕ¼ÅµèÍกÒÃÃÑºÃÙé¢Í§¹ÑกÅ§·Ø¹µèÍกÒÃÅ§·Ø¹ã¹ËØé¹¢Í§µÅÒ´ËØé¹
» Ô̄กÔÃÔÂÒµèÍกÒÃ»ÃÐกÒÈ¢éÍÁÙÅã´æÂèÍÁ¢Öé¹ÍÂÙèÇèÒ¢éÍÁÙÅã¹กÒÃ»ÃÐกÒÈ¹Ñé¹ æ ÁÕ¼ÅÁÒก¹éÍÂà¾ÕÂ§ã´µèÍ¹ÑกÅ§·Ø¹ã¹µÅÒ´
กÒÃÇÔ̈ ÑÂ¹ÕéÁÕÇÑµ¶Ø»ÃÐÊ§¤ìà¾×èÍ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¼ÅกÃÐ·º·ÕèÊÓ¤Ñ¢Í§กÒÃ»ÃÐกÒÈ¢éÍÁÙÅ·ÕèàกÕèÂÇกÑºàÈÃÉ°กÔ̈ ÁËÀÒ¤áÅÐ Ø̈ÅÀÒ¤
·Ñé§µèÒ§»ÃÐà·ÈáÅÐã¹»ÃÐà·È·ÕèàกÕ èÂÇà¹×èÍ§กÑº¤ÇÒÁ¼Ñ¹¼Ç¹¢Í§ÃÒ¤ÒËØé¹ã¹µÅÒ´ËÅÑก·ÃÑ¾ÂìáËè§»ÃÐà·Èä·Â
â´ÂกÒÃ´Óà¹Ô¹กÒÃÇÔ̈ ÑÂ¨Ð¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò 8 กÅØèÁÍØµÊÒËกÃÃÁ «Öè§»ÃÐกÍº é́ÇÂ 27 ËÁÇ´ Ø̧ÃกÔ̈  (sector) áÅÐ¨Ó¹Ç¹ËØé¹ÁÒกกÇèÒ
500 ËØé¹ ÃÐÂÐàÇÅÒ¢Í§กÒÃàกçºÃÇºÃÇÁ¢éÍÁÙÅ¤×Í ªèÇ§»Õ ¤.È. 2004-2007 áÅÐ 2008-2010 «Öè§ËÁÒÂ¶Ö§ªèÇ§àÇÅÒกèÍ¹
ÇÔกÄµกÒÃà§Ô¹ã¹ÊËÃÑ°áÅÐËÅÑ§ÇÔกÄµÔกÒÃà§Ô¹ã¹ÊËÃÑ°µÒÁÅÓ´Ñº ¼ÅกÒÃÈÖกÉÒ¾ºÇèÒ¨Ó¹Ç¹à»ÍÃìà«ç¹µì¢Í§ËØé¹ã¹
µÅÒ´ËÅÑก·ÃÑ¾ÂìáËè§»ÃÐà·Èä·ÂÁÕ»¯ÔกÔÃÔÂÒµÍºÊ¹Í§µèÍ¼ÅกÃÐ·º¢Í§กÒÃ»ÃÐกÒÈ·Ñé§àÈÃÉ°กÔ¨ÁËÀÒ¤áÅÐ¨ØÅÀÒ¤
·Ñé§µèÒ§»ÃÐà·ÈáÅÐã¹»ÃÐà·ÈµèÓกÇèÒ 40 à»ÍÃìà«ç¹µì «Öè§¶×Íà»ç¹¼ÅกÃÐ·ºäÁèÁÒก º¹¤ÇÒÁ¼Ñ¹¼Ç¹¢Í§ÃÒ¤ÒËØé¹
ã¹µÅÒ´ËØé¹ä·Â ¤ÇÒÁÊÑÁ¾Ñ¹ ì̧¢Í§¢éÍÁÙÅกÒÃ»ÃÐกÒÈ·Õèãªéã¹กÒÃÈÖกÉÒ¹Õé ÃÇÁ¶Ö§¤ÇÒÁ¼Ñ¹¼Ç¹¢Í§ËØé¹¶ÙกÁÍ§ÇèÒ¢Öé¹ÍÂÙèกÑº
กÒÃÃÑºÃÙé¢Í§¹ÑกÅ§·Ø¹ã¹µÅÒ´àกÕèÂÇกÑºÊÀÒÇÐ¢Í§àÈÃÉ°กÔ̈ à»ç¹ÊÓ¤Ñ

Abstract

Information is vital for everyday life. It affects investor’s perception of what stock investment to under-

take in the stock market. Reacting to an announcement depends on how much impact the announcement is

meant to have on the market. This research aims to determine the impact of both foreign and domestic key

macroeconomic and microeconomic announcements on stock volatility of the Stock Exchange of Thailand.

The research was conducted on eight industries which comprises of 27 sectors and over 500 stocks in these

sectors. The period of data collection was 2004 - 2007 and 2008 - 2010 which represents the pre-crisis and

post-crisis periods of the U.S. financial crisis, respectively. Results showed that the percentage number of

stocks of the Stock Exchange of Thailand that reacted to the impact of both foreign and domestic macroeco-

nomic and microeconomic announcements was below 40% and this is considered a small impact on the stock

volatility of the Thai stock market. The relationship of the information announcements and stock volatility was

seen to depend on the perception of market participants on the state of the economy.
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such as merging companies, productivity, earnings (fi-

nancial performance), change of management and even

shutting down to macroeconomics issues such as change

in interest rate, fiscal and monetary policies, oil price,

natural disasters and political unrest. Announcements

about these issues are very important to investors.

INTRODUCTION

Information has been seen to have an effect on

investor’s perception of what stock investment to un-

dertake (Baird and Zelin, 2000). The information sought

for by investors will range from microeconomic issues


